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OUR STORY
The beginnings of MACSI's story emerged at a time of social and political
change. At this time, Indigenous people across the nation were becoming
more uneasy about experiences of disadvantage and the harms of alcohol
use. A group of like-minded individuals came together to utter the first
words of MACSI's story. Now, years later, with 50
years of continuous
service to the people of our province, Métis Addictions Council of
Saskatchewan Inc. (MACSI) has a long and abundant history. There have
been several organizational transformations but MACSI's commitment to
deliver substance addictions services for Métis, First Nations and all other
citizens of Saskatchewan has remained constant.
Today MACSI functions as a community based not for profit organization
and is recognized as a key stakeholder in substance addictions. MACSI
operates three treatment centres, located in Regina, Saskatoon and Prince
Albert. Clearly, the story of MACSI is long and involved, and is intertwined
with the stories of countless people across our province.

Vision
MACSI values our Métis heritage, embraces our future and envisions a
world for all people free of the harmful effects of addictions.

Mission
To empower individuals to make healthy choices in our communities
through a continuum of addictions services including education,
treatment and aftercare to restore a balanced harmonious, productive
lifestyle.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MACSI is led and governed by a Board of Directors comprised
of five voting members and a non-voting representative of the
Ministry of Health, Government of Saskatchewan.
The Board of Directors assumes responsibilities for oversight
in the development and application of MACSI’s vision,
mission, values and policies. A Métis Nation-Saskatchewan
(MN-S) appointed Chair, and other board members, represent
varying perspectives and regions of the province.
The daily operations of MACSI are administered by an
Executive Director as well as a complement of senior
directors, centre directors, addictions counsellors, addictions
workers as well as office/support personnel.

2019-2020 MACSI Board of Directors
Marg Friesen, Chair
Jackie Kennedy, Vice Chair
Patricia Tait, Secretary
David Nelson, Director
Anita Hopfauf, Director
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MESSAGE FROM OUR
BOARD CHAIR
Marg Friesen
It is with pleasure that I present MACSI Annual Report for fiscal
year 2019-2020. It has been a distinct pleasure to chair the Board of
Directors over the past year. I am proud to work with such a
distinguished and dedicated Board, as we continue to oversee the
work of MACSI management and staff towards meeting key
objectives. Never before have I been more grateful for and reliant
on my fellow Board members and our Executive Director than I have
been this past year. Their judgment and dedication to doing what is
right is unparalleled, as has been their willingness to put in the
time and effort to properly position MACSI for strength in these very
difficult times.
If ever there was a time for us to step up and lead, it is now. And
that is exactly what we are doing. I am very proud of our response—
what we did, how we did it, and how we continue to step up. For an
organization that is over 50 years old in 2019 this operational agility
is truly remarkable. We realize now that the strategic work we have
been pursuing these last few years has prepared us well for this new
world with more demands and limited resources.
It goes without saying that none of this is possible without ensuring
that MACSI has the financial resources to carry out its mandate. We
were extremely fortunate in attracting major sponsorships,
donations and financial support during the past year. Our sincere
thanks go to our many supporters in both the private and public
sectors. Special thanks to Government of Saskatchewan, Ministry of
Health and Metis Nation Saskatchewan for the ongoing support to
deliver essential addiction services across the province. 2019 has
reinforced how important our work is, and how much we rely on our
partners to make it a reality. By uniting for our cause, we’re able to
create far more impact than we ever could separately.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR
BOARD CHAIR
Marg Friesen
Years like 2019 remind me that we’re all in this work for the long
haul. Momentum may not always be on our side, but the stakes are
too high, and the issues are too important to not keep moving
forward. By joining together as a community, we have the strength
to survive and even thrive in rough seas. I am more confident now
than ever that MACSI and our many partners are well prepared for
whatever the future has in store.
It was also a period of considerable change for us, with the
departures of long-standing board members Jackie Kennedy and
Patti Tait; we benefited considerably from their guidance, and we
offer our sincere thanks to both.
MACSI relies on the dedication of management and staff who work
tirelessly throughout the year. On behalf of the Board, I would like
to extend thanks to all for their continuous dedication and hard
work that led to a remarkably memorable year. The Board and I
would also like to recognize the Executive Director Ray Laliberte,
for his vision, commitment and leadership since his appointment,
and particularly this past year. Addressing needs, delivering
services and adapting to these unprecedented times is a testament
to the commitment and compassion of our partners, our financial
supporters and our staff. It hasn’t always been easy. We’ve had to
adjust our processes and make hard decisions. But the result of all
that effort is undeniable.
Our success is the community’s success. With the ongoing support
of our partners, Board and staff, MACSI is ready for the challenges
and achievements ahead in 2020-2021. We now look forward to the
coming year and all that it brings.
Maarsi,
Respectfully submitted,

Marg Friesen
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MESSAGE FROM OUR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Raymond Laliberte
In the
2019-2020 fiscal year, the Métis Addictions Council of
Saskatchewan Inc. (MACSI) had the honour to celebrate, with our
team,
current
and
past
clients,
their
families
and
their
communities, 50 years of delivering high quality addictions services
to Saskatchewan citizens. MACSI family-style events were hosted
throughout the year, and attended by hundreds of participants in
the communities of Prince Albert, Saskatoon and Regina, to
recognize this significant milestone achievement. The Federal and
Provincial Governments announced in the House of Commons and in
the
Saskatchewan
Legislative
Assembly,
respectively,
their
recognition, respect and honor for MACSI’s 50 years of addiction
service excellence and its prestigious reputation.
The leadership, vision, and guidance that MACSI Management and
Staff received from our Board of Directors this year was greatly
appreciated. MACSI Board of Directors have shared its many years of
professional experience, corporate knowledge, and credentials
throughout the year for the benefit, success, and growth of MACSI.
This fiscal year had many highlights, however recognition received
through our own clients’ success stories and from our own Métis
Nation – Saskatchewan Government were the most cherished and
valued. The partnership with the Government of Saskatchewan
Ministry of Health, aside from some administrative challenges,
remained very strong this year, and MACSI believes we made
positive contributions to the 16 recommendations and 7 categories
contained within Ministry’s “Working Together For Change: A 10
Year Mental Health & Addictions Action Plan: 2014”. In addition,
collaborative
and
holistic
community-based
strategies
and
partnerships were key in this fiscal year to support and find
solutions
for
our
clients,
with
respect
to
broader
social
determinants of health, as we simultaneously addressed their
addiction needs.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
MACSI had a special theme for this important year: “Continuing The
Healing Journey Together”. Recruitment and retention issues
continued to plague MACSI in this fiscal year. This is primarily
related to pay equity issues, however the MACSI Management and
Staff team morale remained high, holding the belief that MACSI is
an extremely valuable service, and has proven resilience and strong
potential for innovation & growth. MACSI Management would not
have had such a successful year if it wasn’t for the hard work and
contribution of our professional team of employees, who are
dedicated and confident, and have a strong work ethic, belief in
MACSI’s mission, vision & values, and that we are all on this healing
journey, together.
In this fiscal year, MACSI was proud to host an extremely successful
Annual General Meeting, which was the first one in the past five
years. A major highlight, aside from the business at this AGM, was
the involvement of our Métis Nation – Saskatchewan (MN-S)
President recognizing MACSI’s value to self determination, as well
as MN-S presenting an award to MACSI, to honour the 50th
anniversary celebration.
In addition, MACSI Board of Directors
presented
recognition
and
awards
to
MACSI
long-serving
employees; this was greatly appreciated and contributed to better
morale and work environment.
The world changed in the last month of this fiscal year when the
COVID-19 pandemic was declared by the World Health Organization.
MACSI demonstrated our resilience and ability to adapt when we
pivoted, or re-purposed, with respect to how we provide addiction
services to Saskatchewan citizens. MACSI was prepared with the
technological infrastructure, established in the previous fiscal
period. To respond to COVID-19, MACSI transitioned to working from
home and rolled out our virtual program “Healing through Home”,
which allowed past, current, and new MACSI clients to receive oneto-one counselling through computer and/or telephone. COVID-19
has triggered and created a fundamental change for how MACSI
programs will be designed, delivered, and used to engage with our
clients, families, and communities, going forward.
The 2019-2020 fiscal year was a very challenging, yet transformative
and successful year.

Raymond Laliberte
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MACSI
PROGRAMMING
The 2019-2020 fiscal year for Métis Addictions Council of Saskatchewan Inc. programs
has been one of respecting and honoring our past and culture while accommodating
and planning for change through innovation. MACSI programming remained focused,
as it has over the past 50 years, on building & delivering a robust program that remains
committed to achieving of MACSI’s mission of individual (self) empowerment, vision of
Métis culture and heritage, and MACSI’s seven values, with particular attention related
to values of client-centered practices and respect.
MACSI continues to respect Métis Nation – Saskatchewan governance, ownership and
control, but remains status-blind in delivering and addressing addiction services for all
high-risk and vulnerable populations throughout Saskatchewan.
MACSI’s values of client-centred practices and care, where “we put the client at the
center of what we do”, are the foundation of MACSI’s success throughout the past 50
years, and that continues today. MACSI knows and recognizes that client needs and
satisfaction, in relation to our program(s), are the keys to positively impacting and
sustaining their recovery from substance use and addiction. At MACSI, client
experiences and outcomes are the primary driver of our programs, change, innovation,
and enhancement.
Throughout this fiscal year, changes occurred within MACSI program personnel at the
provincial and regional levels, which were directly related to pay equity issues.
However, what remained consistent was the quality and safety of the programs and
services provided to MACSI clients. To help guide the program changes through
innovation this fiscal year, MACSI established two Management Working Groups:
“Program Audit Review” and “Client Voice & Data”. There was a tremendous amount of
work completed in these working groups to enhance and advance MACSI
programming, while determining the holistic balance required, while simultaneously
respecting our values of holistic health; continuous learning and evaluation, and
accountability.
COVID-19 pandemic occurred in the last quarter of this fiscal year and MACSI pivoted
to re-purpose how our programs will be delivered and designed to help mitigate this
virus while respecting public health guidelines. MACSI addiction service shifted to
using technology to provide virtual individual, family, and community care.
In closing, MACSI is continuously developing a responsive and robust addiction
program, assisting high-risk and vulnerable populations to find a new beginning on
their recovery journey.
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OUR 50TH
ANNIVERSARY!
MACSI 50th Anniversary Celebrations and Community Outreach
Our 50th Anniversary celebrations and community events were a huge part of MACSI’s
outreach during 2019-2020. Much work was done in the previous fiscal year to solidify
funding, organize, and prepare for multiple anniversary events throughout the
province. All 50th Anniversary events across the province were based in Indigenous
culture, bringing communities together, and promoting MACSI in a healthy substancefree environment. Here is a brief snapshot of just some of our events!
National Indigenous Peoples Day Celebration (Saskatoon)
Held on June 21, this event celebrated Indigenous achievement in performing arts, with
wonderful performers and a traditional soup and bannock for all that attended.
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OUR 50TH
ANNIVERSARY!
Métis Kitchen Parties! (Prince Albert and Regina)
MACSI hosted two very successful "kitchen party" style events, which included lovely
traditional fiddle tunes from groups such as the Dean Smith Band and Highway
Express, as well as jigging performances and workshops led by the Qu'appelle Valley
Squaredancers. These events were extremely popular in both communities, especially
with seniors, and there were calls to have the events on an annual basis. The most
common and consistent (and positive) feedback was that our communities need more
events, such as this, that are family-friendly and alcohol-free.
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OUR 50TH
ANNIVERSARY!
Louis Riel Cultural Festival (Saskatoon)
Our first annual festival in November was a tremendous success! MACSI hosted a twoday festival in the core area of Saskatoon, with musicians and dancers from all across
the province. We are very grateful for the support of many funders and community
partners that supported this event, and our other activities for the 50th! Thank you so
very much to our funders, Canadian Heritage, Saskatchewan Lotteries Community
Grant Program, Dakota Dunes Community Development Corporation, Saskatoon
Community Foundation, SaskCulture, RBC Royal Eagles, Multicultural Council of
Saskatchewan, and Northern Lights Development Corporation.
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PRINCE ALBERT
CENTRE
The Prince Albert Centre provides direct services, including the 28 day Inpatient
Treatment Program, to a maximum of 16 clients, a 6 bed Stabilization Unit, Day
Program, and Outpatient Counselling services, with a client-centered approach. Client
follow-up, aftercare, and client feedback systems have been implemented to evaluate
the programs’ effectiveness, delivery, and to ensure quality services.
Culture and Land Based healing modalities have been integrated into all MACSI client
programs with traditional Elders. MACSI has secured Elders to provide Tipi Teachings,
Seven Sacred Teachings, Healing/Talking Circles, SWEAT Lodge Ceremonies, First
Nations and Métis Teachings, Pipe Ceremonies, Elder Support, Medicine Wheel and
Smudging to clients. The clients fill their spare time by beading, making dream
catchers, drawing, Art Therapy, and community-offered cultural ceremonies. In the
summer, clients go to the land for traditional teachings, medicine gathering and
processing. Staff are encouraged to promote and develop positive community
connections with Mental Health and Addiction Services, including NNADAP and other
community-based client support services.
MACSI 50th Anniversary Events
MACSI focused on celebrating 50 years of services through hosting a Sober Dance in
Prince Albert and an Open House to the residential facility which was well-attended
and received by the community. The Sober Dance included a feast with Métis music
and dancing. The audience enjoyed joining in on the social evening by dancing and
singing with many requesting the event to be hosted annually. A MACSI Prince Albert
Open House was attended by the general public, community organizations, and
previous clients. Clients shared their healing journey with addictions through story
telling which provided hope for many. Elders shared their experience with the
evolution of MACSI with the attendees. Traditional artifacts were staged and medicine
teas were offered for experience and taste. Traditional teachings were offered which
included the Teepee teachings and music.
Outpatient Counselling
MACSI provides ongoing Outpatient counselling which includes assessing, screening
and scheduling agency referred clients to the Inpatient Program. The Outpatient
Counsellor individually case plans through on going assessments using relapse
prevention modalities and education. Clients may also be referred to MACSI and
Provincial Addiction Treatment Centres, Stabilization/Detox Units, Community
agencies, Mental Health/Addictions, support groups, Day Programs, etc., as a
continuum client support. Community addiction related education and presentations
are provided as requested and is often tailored to meet the needs of the agency or
school.
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PRINCE ALBERT
CENTRE
Day Program
MACSI expanded its services by piloting a six week Day Program for the public, hosted
by the PA Indian Métis Friendship Centre. The program runs one day per week, and
focuses on addiction education, relapse prevention/intervention modalities. Integrated
support services include: individual counselling, on site Elder support, Cultural Healing
methods, community agency referrals including Mental Health and Addiction services
offered by the Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) and MACSI.
Stabilization Unit
The Stabilization Unit has one full-time Counsellor who has a Chemical Dependency
Diploma. The Unit receives over 100 calls for service each month from throughout the
province. The Counsellor completes the client intake process and provides individual
client case planning, and community agency referrals, using holistic and wrap around
modalities when addressing client needs. There is one bed allocated for client walk-in
and support to the Prince Albert, Saskatoon, and Regina MACSI Centers. The
Counsellor screens suitability and completes referrals to the MACSI Inpatient
Treatment programs and other treatment programs within the province. Evening and
weekend client support and supervision is provided by trained Addiction Workers.
Inpatient Treatment Program
The Inpatient Program has 2 full-time Counsellors who have their Chemical
Dependency Diploma. The clients have evening and weekend support and supervision
by trained Addiction Workers, who also transport clients to community activities,
support groups and cultural ceremonies. Prince Albert is considered the gateway to
the North, resulting in a high number of referrals from NNADAP and Northern
Addiction Services, however we also receive referrals provincially. The program has
developed strong relationship with Mental Health and Addictions, other SHA services,
and community-based support services to address client needs, and to serve as a
support for Counsellors dealing with the clients’ Mental Health issues.
The Inpatient program has integrated updated addiction-related presentations,
cultural-based teachings, individual case and recovery planning. The Counsellors
provide after care follow-up with the clients, to determine client engagement in
referral services, once the client has completed their treatment program, using holistic
and wrap-around modalities.
MACSI 2019/2023 Strategic Plan
In accordance with the Strategic Plan, the Prince Albert Center focused on integrating
Culture with the existing programs, expanding services, and building community and
provincial partnerships.
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PRINCE ALBERT
CENTRE
MACSI Prince Albert participated in developing the RAAM (Rapid Addiction Access
Medicine) Clinic framework with SHA and community stakeholders, which will also
lead the way for the integration of the clinic in Saskatoon and Regina with MACSI
participation in those regions. MACSI Prince Albert is linked as a community support
for the RAAM Clinic clients, and continues to work with SHA to identify and reduce
potential barriers to service access. MACSI Prince Albert has assisted with the B 4 It
Happens Homeless initiative to address and map out community supports for the
vulnerable population. MACSI is listed as a support in addictions treatment.
COVID-19
On March 11, 2020, MACSI began to strategically plan for the unforeseeable impact on
services from COVID-19. MASCI began to strategically plan and map out services while
promoting client and staff safety through preventing exposure to the virus. Residential
Inpatient and Stabilization programs were suspended. The impact of the COVID 19 on
MACSI services follows provincial restrictions and guidelines, however MACSI prides
itself on the ability to utilize virtual and online technology for client counselling and
support. As MACSI continues to move through this phase, and the impact of COVID-19,
it is without question that we will continue to provide quality client services through
innovative and effective methodologies.
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SASKATOON
CENTRE
Ongoing Achievements
In April 2019, MACSI Saskatoon held its own 50th Anniversary celebration. MACSI
Saskatoon was proud to dedicate a full day, recognizing the 50 years that made us who
we are today. We offered lunch and appetizers throughout the day, with a great
turnout and cultural performances by Dallas and Phil Boyer, and more.
In August 2019, Saskatoon MACSI celebrated its annual FASD Walk for Awareness for
the 18th year. We had approximately 200 people attend this event with remarks from
Mayor Charlie Clarke, Chief of Police Troy Cooper, and opening and closing prayers
from Saskatoon in-house Elder Ron Arneualt. The FASD awareness event achieved its
goal by opening up the dialogue and experiences of those living with FASD and/or
addictions. The event was highly informative, aiding in the destigmatization of Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome Disorder and addictions.
This fiscal year, Saskatoon MACSI saw a record high in the number of interested
practicum students, with the majority of students coming from Saskatchewan Indian
Institute of Technologies (SIIT). This fiscal year we accommodated up to four practicum
students at a time, due to the high demand. We also entered into a partnership with
the University of Saskatchewan College of Medicine, and had both medical students
and working doctors attend MACSI for a one week electives. The Counsellors provided
their training and knowledge to each student and in turn received generous gratitude
for their learning experience at Saskatoon MACSI. Some noted that the knowledge
they gained will follow them throughout their careers. We are honoured to provide
education that challenges stereotypes and humanizes addictions as an important
societal issue.
Saskatoon MACSI held two mandatory professional training sessions: Cultural
Competency Training in 2019, and Anti-Racism training in 2020. We aim to promote
professional development and an increased understanding of diversity.
Innovation
It has been said that an organization cannot move forward without innovation. In 20192020, innovation and creativity became the basis for current and future work at MACSI
as a whole. Saskatoon MACSI created a number of new ways of doing things, in order
to challenge any complacency and to re-energize the team. Staff meetings, for
example, offered the necessary space to gather and bridge ideas and discussions. Many
recommendations were received and implemented during this time to assist with the
general flow of day to day operations. One of the newly developed strategies
implemented were certain safety protocols, which were prompted by a violent
incident that occurred in 2019.
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SASKATOON
CENTRE
As a team, we created a safety phrase to be used by all staff, to promote prevention
over intervention. We collectively created new protocols that enhanced staff safety, as
well, a procedural document, which was made available for referencing. In the
previous fiscal year, MACSI Executive Director created a Programming Sub-Committee,
which includes the ED and Regional Directors of each of our three MACSI Centres. This
group was dedicated to evaluating MACSI's programming in all departments. In 2019,
we began to implement changes that were discussed in the previous year, including a
revamp of the 28 Day Inpatient Treatment Program. Pertinent programs such as
Spirituality were added to help guide clients to identifying a sense of purpose and
reflection. The Saskatoon Counsellors continue to challenge themselves in their
professional growth.
Lived-In Experience Resources
MACSI Saskatoon was honoured to implement a new program that showcases and
highlights past clients who are living a sober life. These clients come back to MACSI to
present information to current clients regarding their drug of choice, life experiences
with addictions, and their sobriety. More importantly, they offer knowledge on steps
taken to achieve recovery. The clients listen intently to the candid recollections and
respond positively to the lived-in resources.
Clinical Team
The Saskatoon Counsellor team is a personable group with a broad set of skills. The
team members challenge and complement one another. Our team places a high value
on the client and the service delivery they receive. The Counsellors implement a
holistic approach, interweaving a number of clinical styles and modalities, to assist
clients in their recovery journey. The Saskatoon Counsellors engage in a weekly clinical
meeting, led by the Regional Director, for clinical supervision. Clinical meetings place
emphasis on where the client is at, and meeting them there. The Counsellors use this
time to evaluate the progress or setbacks the clients make. They provide insights with
respect to their work with clients thus far, and with constructive feedback they are able
to integrate new ways to address the clients’ addictions and experiences. The clinical
team works extremely well together, due to a high team morale and consistency in the
workplace. In 2019-2020, the clinical team grew stronger, due to an added component
of education during these clinical meetings.
Community Resources
Community partnerships have been a key focus in 2019-2020. We continue to work
with community resources such as Saskatchewan Health Authority Brief and Social
Detox, by providing weekly presentations to their clients, and offering information on
our services. Wanuskewin Heritage Park continues to offer Saskatoon inpatient clients
a self-guided tour, as well as a led tour. Once a month, the clients enjoy the beautiful
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SASKATOON
CENTRE
scenery that is wrapped in Indigenous culture. MACSI Saskatoon maintains a voluntary
service with the Friendship Inn, and assists with the preparation and serving of food
once a month. Our Centre receives a generous amount of bread and delicious baking
from COBBS, on a bi-weekly basis, and we have excellent working relationships with
Saskatoon Food Bank and READ Saskatoon. We also engage with a number of services
beneficial to our clients, including White Buffalo Youth Lodge, for recreation, and
Family Services for domestic violence education. Once a week, Saskatoon Centre
invites community resources to both the 28 Day Inpatient Program and the Day
Program. These resource people offer presentations on the services they offer, so our
clients are able to engage in as many support services as possible, at any stage of their
recovery.
Challenges
In 2020, we embarked on unprecedented times due to the emergence of the COVID-19
pandemic. MACSI's focus shifted to adapt to concerns around the pandemic. MACSI
management team held reoccurring meetings, sometimes daily, to strategize and to
ensure the safety and health of our clients and employees. When a State of Emergency
was announced in Saskatchewan (March 11, 2020), MACSI had to readjust all plans and
transition to working from home. MACSI management team worked very hard to repurpose our Outpatient and Aftercare services, so that clients could continue receiving
our services virtually. In March 2020, Saskatoon MACSI created a Work from Home
Strategy and Procedures, which was approved and shared province-wide across
MACSI. New policy and procedures were developed by MACSI's Human Resources
Director, and integrated. The effects of COVID-19 have been devastating to everyone, on
a global level. With the leadership of our Executive Director, Ray Laliberte, we continue
to assess, develop, and modify policies to assist with MACSI's transition back to work.
Commitment
As we transition into a new fiscal year, it becomes clearer that our success is largely
based on MACSI's rich tradition and history. MACSI's history demonstrates its
unwavering commitment to our clients. At MACSI Saskatoon, we celebrate this history
by celebrating the positive impacts we have in the community, on our service users
and their loved ones. Because of this, our tradition has not and will not change; it will
always be centered on care and support. We care because we understand the full
scope of the destructive cycle that addiction creates. We care because offering tools
that foster hope and motivation is an internal gift that has no limits. We care because
our clients count on our services in their journey to recovery, and we care because we
are committed to offering support services. We continue to learn from previous years,
to foster growth and innovation. MACSI Saskatoon Centre is made up of caring and
compassionate workers, who embody the vision of MACSI. Their work and genuine
care for the clients is immensely appreciated. We look forward to another great year.
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REGINA CENTRE

In April 2019, managers and some staff had training on a new software program called
Apricot Core that MACSI has purchased for our client tracking information system.
Once the training is done we will implement client information forms so that we can
collect our own client statistics. This new system will be great for all centres, as we will
be able to see and share the client tracking system and the information will be more
consistent throughout MACSI.
On June 8, Métis Addictions Council of Saskatchewan Inc. held its 2019 Annual General
Meeting, and included a Recognition Ceremony for long-standing staff. This was held
in Saskatoon, and staff from all of MACSI got together to receive plaques and gifts,
honouring their work at MACSI (5, 10, 20, even 30 years of service, in some cases). It was
a great turn out and staff shared a wonderful meal and time together; many of the staff
from across the province were meeting each other for the first time. Wonderful Métis
fiddle music was provided by Dallas and Phil Boyer and family. It was a very nice
celebration!
On June 28, the Regina Centre was invited to a Smudge Walk for the core area in our
community, to join in and support our people that live in this area and help them on
their healing journey. There was a community walk, and staff and clients also attended
to the barbecue that was there and listened to some excellent guest speakers. The
weather turned out to be perfect for the celebration, and we were happy to have
joined in to support this very important cause in our community. On July 20, eight
MACSI Regina clients and two staff attended annual Back to Batoche events. They
traveled for this event and stayed for the entire day to participate and watch the
cultural performances. This was a first for some staff and clients and they said they had
fun and were grateful they had the chance to participate.
This year MACSI celebrated its 50th Anniversary!! This was the highlight of the year for
MACSI and all centres made plans for this celebration. Regina Centre held an Open
House event in February; the event included inviting two past MACSI clients, who were
still sober, to come and tell their MACSI stories at the celebration. Staff led tours of the
centre for our guests, we made draws for gifts we bought, and we had a great meal of
soup and bannock, vegetable trays, fruit trays and some wonderful desserts. Lawrence
Strongarm and Terri-Anne Strongarm provided the entertainment. They are part of a
Métis family that brought in a fiddle and guitar and they played some good old Métis
music and other songs. Staff and guests were dancing and enjoying the great
celebration! We all enjoyed this and the centre was so honored to have had the
opportunity to share this moment with our community and our community partners!
We were glad that they attended and shared this day with us all!
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REGINA CENTRE

Regina Centre also celebrated with a Sober Dance on July 27 at the Mamaweyatitan
Centre. MACSI partnered with All Nations Hope Network for this event. We had
catered in a meal and had soup and bannock, dessert, coffee and tea, juice for our
guests. The centre staff had volunteered for this event, and we set up tables and
chairs, decorated the gym, and had some draws for gifts for our guests also. The
Highway Express Band and the Qu’Appelle Valley Square Dancers performed! What a
wonderful bunch of young, energetic people, that put on a great show! This was a
great day for MACSI; we were very honoured to have shared this celebration with our
community, and thank all who came out to support us!
Our Outpatient Counsellor and a practicum student attended an interview, on October
8, with Dave Morgan from Listen Up at 91.3 FM - CJTR Regina Community Radio. Both
did a very good job of representing MACSI and answering questions from the radio
host. The Regional Director and some staff got to listen to the interview live online that
day. Staff were very proud of these two for the great job they did!
In November, meetings were held with Saskatchewan Health Authority – Transitional
Program team and MACSI Regional Director. Discussion took place around the Regina
Drug Treatment Court (DTC) using the Transitional Program beds for their male clients
coming out of Corrections, as they need housing and a safe place to stay so that they
can work on getting their lives back in order, before returning back to the community.
Another meeting was held to include DTC staff to see what this would look like for all
of us and to discuss the new process. This is another great partnership for MACSI, so
we are now taking in these clients to use the beds for the Transitional Program. We
have had some challenges, but they have been worked out, and so far it is going well.
MACSI Regina Regional Director also met with Dr. Randy Johner, University of Regina,
in February, as she and a team from the University is working with MACSI on a project
to build a MACSI mobile application for people with addictions, to help with the
recovery process. This is a three-year project. MACSI is proud to be a part of this and
thank the University of Regina for their partnership..
In March 2020, the world began dealing with the effects of COVID-19. Much time was
taken to make plans for MACSI staff and clients, to make sure all were safe in this time
of crisis. There were a lot of meetings with all Managers to discuss what our processes
to put in place for MACSI. Everyone worked very hard on getting things done quickly,
as there were new policies and processes put in place every day for the province.
MACSI, of course, had to adapt and abide by the rules, as well as have our own plan of
action. We are still dealing with this issue at this time, and hopefully things will get
better for us all very soon.
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